Wearable technology applications

Wearable technology offers many options to improve the
quality of life in conditions that require long term
management. Already there are diabetic monitors that test
blood sugar levels and transmit results direct to a consultant
in real time. Patients with unstable blood glucose can greatly
benefit from this as patients can gain better control of their
blood sugar levels.

independently. Wearable technology offers patients the
window of opportunity to live an independent life for longer.
If patients were to wear, for example, a dementia necklace
that would detect pulse and also if a medication has been
swallowed, a patient’s quality of life could be improved. Pulse
detection is important as if heart rate increases it could mean
that the patient is under stress and potentially their condition
is deteriorating. The same applies to the swallowing of
medication. Generally patients lose the ability to swallow as
they forget how to or do not trust the medicine. This triggers
the use of liquid medicines by prescribers. If the necklace were
to detect swallowing issues, this would trigger a step up in
therapy and potentially slow down the deterioration process,
extending the patients quality of life. Carers could monitor
how patients are in real time and be alerted to any
abnormalities or if the dementia sufferer is leaving the
premises. Not only could the data collection be disease
preventative, it could improve patient safety.

A patient could potentially use wearable devices to monitor
blood pressure, pulse, sleep apnea, narcolepsy, epileptic
seizures and diabetes. Another area that it could be used is in
dementia. This disease is growing at a fast rate in today’s
society and is affecting younger generations. Quality of life
can deteriorate and it is hard for patients to survive

All of this data is highly sensitive as it incorporates a patient’s
identity. This needs to be kept secure. Current procedures
have been reported as not appropriate and better security is
needed, especially in light of recent cyber security attacks. If
security is improved, prescribers could have valuable data to
help in diagnosis and monitoring of treatment.

Take for example a patient that has a heart rhythm disorder.
Instead of this patient wearing a heart monitor that records
and stores data that is then downloaded onto a computer, the
patient could wear a discrete device that transmits the heart
rhythm in real time to a consultant. This can be worn for an
extended period of time and hence all the data collected can
be stored on the patient’s health records. Currently the
security of the data, when transmitting to mobile applications
is poor and could be a potential risk and opportunity for
hackers to attack.
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The benefits
• Reduced complexity and cost
–– The process becomes simpler. Less time is spent in
review appointments as doctors can access data in real
time and therefore may not have to see the patient face
to face. This also has cost efficiencies for the health
service, and allows medical professions to focus on
other areas of health protection and improvement.
• Reduced errors
–– More accurate prescribing can occur as prescribers can
access health data that allows them to prescribe
with precision.
–– Precise monitoring of the patient can occur and gives
light to potential life threatening conditions at an
earlier stage.
• Enhanced security
–– Health data is highly sensitive. Through the use of
blockchain, information can be securely stored and
accessed by relevant authorised individuals.
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• Proven resilience
–– Only authorised individuals are able to access the
relevant data.
• Shared trusted transactions
–– Information is updated onto the secure ledger system
and accessed by authorised parties.
• Creation of an audit trail
–– Data is time and date stamped allowing it to be
traceable and used to form graphical representation of
the patients health.
–– Factors can be identified through the use of the audit
trail, identifying triggers for stress, etc.
• Enhanced transparency between authorised parties
–– Health becomes more transparent allowing patients to
take more responsibility over their own health, in
keeping with health policies developed by government.
–– Prescribers can see data and prescribe accordingly.
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